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Abstract 
J.-C. Birget and J.B. Stephen, Formal languages defined by uniform substitutions, Theoretical 
Computer Science 132 (1994) 243-258. 
When a uniform substitution is applied to a word, the same letter at different positions in the word is 
transformed everywhere in the same way. Thus, a uniform substitution SH is determined by a set H of 
homomorphisms. We define recognizable and rational sets of homomorphisms and we prove closure 
and non-closure properties of the class of languages of the form S,(L), where L is regular and H is 
recognizable. We also show that in this case (and in more general situations as well) the membership 
problem for S,(L) is solvable in deterministic polynomial time. 
1. Introduction and definitions 
A classical, non-uniform, substitution is a function S : V*+P(Z*) satisfying S(u . v) = 
S(u). S(v) for all U, VE V*, and S(E)=&. Notation: V and C are finite alphabets; V* 
(respectively C*) is the set of all words over I/ (respectively C); P(C*) is the power set 
of C*; the dot - denotes concatenation; E is the empty word. A regular substitution has 
the additional property that S(a) is a regular language, for every aE V. It is a well 
known fact that if LC V* is a regular language and S is a regular substitution, then 
S(L)=(= LJWEL S(w) G C*) is a regular language (see e.g. [7, pp. 60-611). What makes 
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the classical substitutions non-unifbrm is the fact that all occurrences of a letter a are 
independently replaced by all possible words in S(a). In a uniform substitution we 
would like all occurrences of a (in a given word WE V*) to be replaced by the same 
word. This leads to the following. 
Definition 1.1. A un{form substitution is a function SH: V*-+P(C*), which is deter- 
mined by a set H of homomorphisms V*+C* as follows: For WE V* we define 
Sn(w)=((~(w)l(p~HJ. For a language L&V* we define S,(L)={cp(w)(w~L, q~Hf. 
The classical (non-uniform) substitutions and the uniform substitutions are essen- 
tially different notions; neither is a special case of the other. 
The main subject of this paper is to define and to prove some basic results about 
recoynizuble and rational uniform substitutions. In particular, we prove the counter- 
intuitive result that if L is a context-free language and H is a rational set of 
homomorphisms then the membership problem in S,(L) is decidable in deterministic 
polynomial time. 
Uniform substitutions have been studied before, in various forms. Zero-context 
L-systems (see [S]) are examples of uniform substitutions; the corresponding sets of 
homomorphisms are, however, not rational. In [l], Albert and Wegner define “H- 
systems”; they also use the term “homomorphic replacement”; all these are examples 
of uniform substitutions. Their H (REG, . . . ) systems form a special case of a recogniz- 
able sets of homomorphisms. We generalize their language class H(REG, REG) and we 
obtain thus the class of languages of the form S,(L), where L is any regular language 
and H is any recognizable set of homomorphisms. We refer to [l] for further 
references to previous work on uniform substitutions and for some practical motiva- 
tions in connection with W-grammars. Yet another motivation for the study of 
uniform substitutions is the fact that sets of homomorphisms play a key role in the 
theory of varieties of monoids (see [9]); generally speaking, a “consistent” replacement 
of variables by values in an algebraic expression has to be a uniform substitution. 
Let Hom( V* -C*) be set of all homomorphisms from V* to C*, where V and C are 
finite alphabets. Assume that V= {ul, . . , u,} has been linearly ordered as c’i < ... < u, 
once and for all. Then a homomorphism q : V* +C * will be represented (in a unique 
way) by the n-tuple of words (q(vi), . . , ~(u,))E X7= 1 C*. Notation: X YE 1 C* is the 
Cartesian product of n copies of C * 
A subset H of Hom(V*+1*) will be represented by the set of n-tuples 
{(cp(ul),...,cp(t7,))Icp~H}. F rom now on we will identify H with this set of n-tuples of 
words. 
Definition 1.2. A subset H of Hom(V* +C*) is recognizable iff {cp(vi) # . . . # ME 
(Cu {# >)* 1~4 is a regular subset of (Cu( # })*. Here # is a symbol not in C. 
In [l] Albert and Wegner consider sets of homomorphisms described by languages 
of the form L1 # . . . # L,, where each LiCC * is regular (this is a special case of 
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a recognizable set of homomorphisms, by Theorem A.1 in the appendix), or where 
each Li is context-free. 
Definition 1.3. A set H of homomorphisms from V* to C* is rational iff there exist 
a finite alphabet I-, a regular language KGT* and n( = 1 VI) homomorphisms 
~i:r*jC* (i= 1, ,n) such that ((up, . . . , cp(U”))I w~)={($1W, “‘>GW)l WEK). 
These definitions are equivalent to the general definitions of “recognizable” or 
“rational” subsets of the monoid X y= 1 C*; see the appendix for more on the general 
background. Any recognizable (or rational) subset of X r= 1 C* can be viewed as 
a recognizable (respectively rational) set of homomorphisms from V’* to C* (with 
1 V I = n). 
2. Decidability and complexity of languages defined by uniform substitutions 
We will show that under certain conditions, the membership problem for languages 
of the form S,(L) is decidable; under additional conditions (which will be satisfied by 
the languages studied later in this paper), S,(L) is in P or even in NSPACE(log). 
Definition 2.1. (1) Let V be an alphabet and let 0 s V. The projection ho is the 
homomorphism h,: V*+V* such that for each VE V: h,(u)=& if ~$0, and h,(u)=v if 
UE@. For a language LG V* we call h,(L) the projection image of L. (For a given 
alphabet V there exist obviously only finitely many projections.) 
(2) Let S1, ,S, be sets, let 1 <m<n, and let 1 <iI <i, < ... <i,<n be a fixed 
sequence. The coordinate-projection pi, ,,,,, i, is the map pi ,,,,,, i,:(sr, . . . ,s,)E 
s1 x ... x Sn+(Si,, Si2’ . . . ,si,)~Si, x SiZ x ... x Si_. When H is a subset of S1 x ... x S, 
we call p,,,,.,,,,,,(H) the coordinate-projection image of H. (For a given Cartesian 
product S1 x ... x S, there are obviously only finitely many coordinate-projections.) 
Theorem 2.2. Assume H is a recursive set of homomorphisms from V* to C* (more 
precisely, theset {(cp(~;l),...,cp(u,))Icp~H) . 1s recursive) and assume that all the coordi- 
nate-projection images of H are also recursive; assume that L is a recursive subset of V*, 
and assume that all the projection images of LnE* (for all E G V) are also recursive. 
Then S,(L) is recursive. 
Proof. Since S,(L) is recursive iff S,(L)-{ } . E IS recursive, we only need a criterion 
which, for every UEC+, decides whether ugS,(L). Given UEC+, we want to check if 
there exist WE L and cp E H such that u = cp (w). We shall use the notation C <’ for the set 
of all words of length <k. 
Criterion. UES,(L) ifJ’(3E~ V) (3UcC*, where U is a set of <lZI subsegments of u) 
(3 surjectiue,function $‘:E+ U) (AXE@“‘“‘, where O= {VEZ 1 $‘(u)#E}; i.e., 0 consists 
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of those letters of E that are not erased by II/‘): 
(1) $(x)=u, where $:E*--+C* is the homomorphism determined by $‘, 
(2) the word x belongs to the projection image h&LnE*), 
(3) the homomorphism II/ belongs to the coordinate-projection image P,,,,,,,~,,,(H), 
where Z= {Ui,,...,Vi,} with l,<i,<...<i,<lVI and m=/El. 
This criterion is decidable: First, all the quantifiers range only over known finite 
sets. Second, membership in h@(LnE* ) and in pi,, ,,, 1 i,,,(H) is decidable, by assumption. 
Proof of the criterion. (*) If uES,(L) then there exist ZEL and XEH such that u=x(z). 
Let Es I/ be the set of letters that occur in z, let $ be the restriction of 2 to E*, let 0 be 
the subset of H not erased by $, and let XE@* be the word obtained from z by erasing 
all letters in E-0. Then $(z)=$(x)= , /, I,1 / ( u x < IA since $ is non-erasing on O), and 
x= h@(z)ch@(LnE*). Let U= $(E); then (since every letter of 0 occurs in x) every 
element of U is a subsegment of U; so U c Z: ““. Also, clearly, tj belongs to pi,, ,,, .i_(H), 
where E= {c’il, ... ,oi_}. 
(e) Conversely, suppose that the conditions of the criterion hold. Then u=$(x) 
with xEh,(LnZ*) and ~Epi ,,,,,, i_(H), where ;“= {Ui,, . . . , t’i,}, U,$‘,X, 0, and $ are 
as in the criterion. Since xEh,(LnE*) and since tj erases Z-Go, there exists 
ZEL~H*GL such that u=$(x)=$(z). Also, since $E~,,,.,,,~,,,(H), there exists XEH 
such that $ is the restriction of x to E*; so x(z)= $(z)=u. Therefore, 
u=x(z)ES&). q 
By refining this proof we can obtain a complexity result for certain uniform 
substitution languages. Let P be the class of languages whose membership problem is 
decidable by a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm. Let NSPACE(S) (or 
DSPACE(S)) be the class of languages whose membership problem is decidable by 
non-deterministic (respectively deterministic) Turing machines with space bounded by 
the function S (see [7, Chapter 131). 
Theorem 2.3. (1) Assume H is a set of homomorphisms V*+Z* in P (more precisely, 
theset {(cp(vl),...,~(u,)Icp~H} 1s in P) and assume that all the coordinate-projection 
images of H are also in P. Assume that L E V* is context-free. Then S,(L) is in P. 
(2) Assume H and all its coordinate-projection images, and L and all its projection 
images, are in NSPACE(S) (or in DSPACE(S)), where S(n) > nfor all n; then S,(L) is also in 
NSPACE(S) (respectiuely in DSPACE(S)). 
Proof. Here V, C, L, and H are fixed (constant). 
(1) We will show that the criterion for membership in S,(L) (given in the proof of 
Theorem 2.2) when applied to an input UEC*, can be checked in deterministic 
polynomial time. We will examine the Cl-quantifiers and show that hey range over sets 
whose size is bounded by a polynomial in IuI, i.e., there are polynomially many 
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choices. Moreover, we will see that each of these choices leads to a deterministic 
polynomial-time computation. 
The quantifier “( 3Zg V),’ ranges only over <21Vi values (which is a constant). 
The quantifier “( 3 U E C *, where U is a set of < 1 El subsegments of u),’ ranges over 
~(~“~l~l+~)~O(~u~~l~I ) values (where m = I E I d I VI); this is a polynomial since ( VI 
is a constant. Indeed, to choose U we can choose 2m boundaries (0 <) bl d bz d b3 < 
bq~...~b2m-1~b2m(~IUI)outoftheluI+1positionsonu:thenwetakethesetof 
words determined by successive pairs of boundaries: [b,, b,], [b3, b4], . . , [bzm- 1, bzm]. 
The quantifier “( 3 surjective function $’ : E+ U),’ ranges over <m! < I V I! values (a 
constant), once U has been chosen. 
So, now a homomorphism $:5*+X * has been chosen; the description of $ has 
length 0( I u I); by assumption, we can check in deterministic polynomial time whether 
$ belongs to the coordinate-projection image pi,,...,:_(H). 
Finally, we have to check whether (3~~0 Giul, where 0 = {UEE 1 t/?‘(u) # E}) such that 
$(x)=u and x~h&LnE*). Ob viously, such a word x exists iff uE$(h@(LnE*)). Since 
h@(LnE*) is a fixed context-free language, it is generated by a context-free grammar 
(of fixed size). Therefore (see [7, pp. 131-1321) $(h@(LnE*)) is generated by a con- 
text-free grammar G of size 0( lul) (since I I/( )I, I v < u I f or every VE V). One can check 
deterministically in time 0( 11 G 11 .lu13), whether u is derivable by the grammar G (see 
[6], p. 470); I/ G 11 is the total size of G (the sum of the lengths of all the productions), 
and we saw that IIGIl <O(lul). 
This completes the proof that S,(L) belongs to P. 
(2) Let us prove next that if H and L and their projections are in NSPACE(S) (or in 
DSPACE(S)) where S(n)>n for all n; then S,(L) is also in NSPACE(S) (respectively in 
DSPACE(S)). We will show that the criterion in the proof of Theorem 2.2 can be 
checked in NSPACE(S) (respectively in DSPACE(S)). 
The quantifier “( 3Z E V ),’ ranges only over < 21’1 values (which is a constant). 
Every value that the quantifier “( 3 U z C*, where CJ is a set of < IEl subsegments of 
u)” ranges over, can be described in deterministic space log Iu( (one just records 2 IEl 
positions on u, to indicate the boundaries of the factors of u occurring in U; moreover, 
each position is a number < Iul so it can be described in space O(log 1~1)). All possible 
sets U will be considered (in lexicographic order). 
The quantifier “( 3 surjective function $’ : E+ U )” ranges over <m! d I VI! values (a 
constant), once U has been chosen. 
Now a homomorphism $ : Z* +C* has been chosen; since we only need to record 
2lZ positions on u to determine U, the description of $ has length O(log 1~1). By 
assumption, we can check in NSPACE(S) (respectively in DSPACE(S)) whether $ 
belongs to the coordinate-projection image pi,, ,,, ,i,,,(H). 
Finally, we have to check whether there exists a word XE 0 clUl such that u = $(x) and 
such that x~h&LnE*). In deterministic linear space we generate all words of length < IU /, 
in lexicographic order; for each such word x we check if u = ICI(x); moreover, by assump- 
tion, we can check in NSPACE(S) (respectively in DSPACE(S)) whether xEh@(LnE*). 
This proves that S,(L) is in NSPACE(S) (respectively in DSPACE(S)). 0 
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Remarks about the assumptions of Theorem 2.3(l). One might wonder whether in 
Theorem 2.3( 1) one could not simply assume that “L and all its projections are in P”. 
However, this is not sufficient, unless P = NP. Indeed, in [3] it is shown that ~SAT (the 
“Satisfiability Problem for Conjunctive Normal Forms whose clauses are of size < 3”, 
which is a well known NP-complete problem ~ see [7]) can be written as: ~SAT= 
h(L,), where h is a length-preserving homomorphism, and Lo is a language which 
belongs to P; by slightly modifying Lo, one can also make sure that all the projections 
of L, are in P; Therefore 3SAT= h(L,)= S,(L,), where H= {h}. 
Corollary 2.4. Zf L c V* is a context:free language, and if HcHom( V*+C*) is ra- 
tional (or, more generally, H is of the form {($I (x), . . , I,!I~(x)) / XEK} where K is 
a context-free language, n = 1 VI), then S,(L) belongs to P. 
Proof. When L is context-free then all its projection images are also context-free; 
moreover, all context-free languages are in P. So L satisfies the assumptions of 
Theorem 2.3(l). 
When His of the form {($l(~),...,$,(~))I~~K} w h ere K is context-free, then all 
the coordinate projections of H are also of that form. We have to check that if K is 
context-free then H (of the above form) is in P. Let h = (wl, . . , W,)E X r= 1 C*; then, by 
the form of H: (w,, . , w&H iff Knn I,i<lvl$;‘(wi)#@. Each ~i~‘(Wi)is a regular 
language, accepted by a DFA with lWil+ 1 states (see [7, p. 611); by using the cartesian- 
product construction for finite automata (see [7, pp. 59-60]), n,,i,,v,$;‘(Wi) is 
accepted by a DFA with <(~w,I+l)(Jw,I+l)~~~(lw,~+l) states. This number is less 
than a polynomial in the input-length I w1 w2 . . w,/, since n = I VI is a constant. 
If K is context-free (accepted by a non-deterministic push-down automaton) then 
Knn l<l<[LJItiil( i)’ w IS accepted by a non-deterministic push-down automaton with 
0(( I w1 / + 1)( I w2 I + 1) ... (I w, I + 1)) states (obtained by the Cartesian product-construc- 
tion as in [7, pp. 13551361). Next, we can convert this push-down automaton into 
a context-free grammar of polynomial size (see [7, pp. 116-l 191); finally, the empti- 
ness of Knn,,;,,,, $i- ‘(wJ can be checked from the grammar in polynomial time 
(see [7, pp. 88-89, 1371). This shows that H is in P. 0 
Corollary 2.5. If H is rational and L is regular then S,(L) belongs to NSPACE(log). 
We first introduce a lemma. 
Lemma 2.6. If H is a rational subset of X r= 1 C* (with n and C jxed), then H is in 
NSPACE(~O~). 
Proof of Lemma 2.6. When H is rational, H is of the form { ($1 (x), . . , $n(x)) I XE K} 
where K 5 V* is regular and $1, . , $n are n fixed homomorphisms V* -+C * (see the 
appendix). We want a non-deterministic log-space Turing machine which, on input 
(WI, ‘.. , W,)E X ‘/= 1 C*, decides whether there exists XEK such that Wi = $/i(X) (for all 
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1 <i < n). Let .d be a deterministic finite automaton recognizing K. The NSPACE(~O~) 
Turing machine for H will (non-deterministically) guess XE V* one letter at a time; it 
will simulate &‘, and apply pi (for all 1 < i < n) to these letters; n pointers to positions pi 
in wi (one pointer for each i, 1 <i< n) will be used. Each position needs space 
O(logIwil), when written as a number in binary notation; n is a constant here. 
Initially, .QZ is in its start state qo, and the y1 pointers point to the left end of their 
respective wi. Suppose x’ has been guessed so far; the state of & is q, the positions of 
the y1 pointers are, respectively, pi with O<pi < Iwil, and suppose (inductively) that 
I,!I~(x’) is a prefix of wi (for all 1 <i<n). A next letter UE V is now guessed; from q and 
u one can determine the next state of d; also, the Turing machine computes pi and 
checks whether pi is a subsegment of wi starting at position pi (for all 1~ i < n), i.e., 
$i(x’U) is a prefix of wi; if the latter is not the case then the Turing machine rejects. This 
process (when not stopped by rejection) goes on until the end of each wi is reached (i.e., 
Wi = $i(x) for all i, for the word x guessed so far); the Turing machine accepts now if the 
current state of ,d is an accept state, otherwise it rejects. Note that the Turing machine 
does not remember the word x (this would use too much space); it only remembers the 
current state of .d and the n positions on wi (one for each i, 1 <i < n). This proves the 
lemma. 0 
Proof of Corollary 2.5. We will show that the criterion in the proof of Theorem 2.2 
can be checked in NSPAcP(log), when H is rational and L is regular. 
As we saw in the proof of Theorem 2.3(2), the quantifiers (35 c V), (3U E C*, . .), 
and (3 surjective function $’ : H-+ U) can be handled in deterministic space 0( log 1 u I). 
The homomorphism $ can be stored in space O(log)ul). By the Lemma we just 
proved, one can check in non-deterministic space O(log lul), whether $ belongs 
to H. 
Finally, we have to check whether there exists a word x~@ GIUl such that u=$(x) 
and such that x~k~(LnE*). Let 98’ be a deterministic finite automaton for the regular 
language k,(LnZ*). We (non-deterministically) guess a word X, one letter at a time; 
we simulate .98 on these letters and we also apply $ to these letters. Just as in the proof 
of the lemma, we have a pointer to a position in u. Suppose x’ has been guessed so far; 
the state of g is q, the positions of the pointer is p with 0 <p < Iu 1, and I+!I(x’) is a prefix 
of U. A next letter us@ is now guessed; from q and u one can determine the next state of 
$ also, we look up $(v) and check whether I/I(V) is a subsegment of u starting at 
position p; if the latter is not the case we reject. This process (when not stopped by 
rejection) goes on until the end of each u is reached (i.e., U= $(x) for the word 
x guessed so far); the Turing machine accepts now if the current state of 9 is an accept 
state, otherwise it rejects. Note that the Turing machine does not remember the word 
x; it only remembers the current state of 99 and a fixed number of positions on u. 0 
Corollary 2.5 strengthens Corollary 2.4 (when H is rational and L is regular), since 
NSPACE(log) is contained in P. Also, NSP.4cE(log)GDSPACE(log)2); thus when H is 
rational and L is regular, SH(L) is also a deterministic context-sensitiue language (see [7]). 
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One can show (see [4]) that there exists a rational transduction H c C* x G* whose 
membership problem is complete in NSPACE(log); it follows that SH((ol # . . . #u,,}) 
(= H) is also complete in NSPACE(log). So, the results of Lemma 2.6 and Corollary 2.5 
can probably not be improved as far as space-complexity is concerned. 
However we do not know the precise space-complexity of S,(L) in the case where 
H is recognizable (and L is regular). Is it always in DSPACE(log), or is it complete in 
NSPACE(log) for some H, or is the complexity intermediate between DSPACE(log) and 
NSPACE(log)? 
In the rest of this paper we will be mainly interested in uniform substitution 
languages S,(L), where L is regular and H is recognizable or a rational set of 
homomorphisms. 
3. Closure properties 
In the next two sections (3 and 4) we study the class of languages of the form S,(L) 
(CC*), where L (S V*) is regular and where H is a recognizable set of homomor- 
phisms from V* to C* (see Definition 1.2). We call this class of languages “RecReg”. 
Obviously, L = Siidi(L) (where Z = V and id is the identity homomorphism). Thus, 
every regular language is in RecReg. For every L we also have L=SL( {vl}) (where 
V= {vl} and the set of homomorphisms is represented by L= {q(vl) 1 (P(uJEL}). This 
shows again that every regular language is in RecReg. 
On the other hand, the language {akbakbak 1 k >O} is not regular (and not even 
context-free, see [7]), but it is in RecReg: {akbakbak 1 k>O} =Sn({v1u2v1v2v1)), where 
v= {q, UzJ. and H = { uk # b 1 k > O}; see also [ 11. In the Chomsky Hierarchy, the class 
RecReg is contained in the class of deterministic context-sensitive languages (see the 
comments after Corollary 2.5), but it is not contained in the class of context-free 
languages (by the above example); moreover, RecReg does not contain all the 
context-free languages (Theorem 4.1). Recall also that RecReg is in NSPAcE(log) G P 
(Corollary 2.5). 
The class RecReg is one of the most basic classes of languages defined by uniform 
substitutions; it is slightly more general (and probably more natural) than the class 
H(REG, REG) studied in [l]. The basic closure properties of RecReg are given in the 
next theorem; only closure under intersection with a regular language is non-trivial to 
prove. 
Theorem 3.1. The class of languages RecReg is closed under homomorphism, reversal, 
union, concatenation, and intersection with any regular set. 
Proof. (1) Closure under homomorphism. Let S,(L) be as above and let $ : C:-+C,* be 
a homomorphism. Then $Sn(L))={$cp(w) I WEL, q~Hj=&,(n)(L), where $(H) is the 
set of homomorphisms represented by the set of n-tuples (($cp(v,), . . . , IC/q(v,J) I cp~H}. 
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If H is recognizable, then H is represented by the regular set {q(u,) # . . # q(o,) ( 
cp~H}, and thus q(H) is represented by the set $({cp(u,)# . # q(v,)I cp~H}), where 
we define $ ( # ) = # . This is also recognizable. 
(2) Closure under reversal. We have (S,(L))“‘=S,,(L”‘), where HR is the set of 
homomorphisms represented by {(pan” # . . . # q(u,Jrev 1 50~ H }. Since H is recogniz- 
able, H is represented by a finite union of languages of the form L1 # . . . # L, (by 
Mezei’s Theorem, see the appendix). Thus, HR is represented by the corresponding 
union of the languages L;“” # . . . #L;‘; so it is recognizable. 
(3) Closure under union and under concatenation. Let S,,(L,) and S,,(L,) be two 
uniform substitution languages ( GC*), where HI G Hom( VT-+,X*), and 
H, ~Hom( I’:--+X*). If the alphabets Vi and V2 are disjoint, then 
SH,(L1)USH,(L2)=SHIVH2(L1uL2), 
and 
SH,(LI)'SH,(L2)=SH,.H,(L1'L2). 
Here H1.H2 is represented PY {(cpl(~~),...,(cp,(~,‘),(~2(~~),...,(~~(~~))l~1~H~, 
q2~H2}. (We denote Vi = {v:, ,vf} and V,=(ui, , u,f,}.) 
If V, and V2 are not disjoint we “make them disjoint”, simply by renaming; this does 
not change SHI(L,) and SH2(L2); the languages L1 and L2 remain regular, and HI and 
H2 remain recognizable. 
(4) Closure under intersection with a regular language. The proof of this property is 
much less straight forward than the previous ones. 
Let S,(L) be a uniform substitution language, where L is regular (E V*) and H is 
recognizable (c Hom( V*+C*)); and let R be a regular language (5 C*). We must 
show that there exist a finite alphabet Z, a regular language K E Z*, and a recogniz- 
able set G of homomorphisms Z*+C*, such that SH(L)nR = S,(K). Without loss of 
generality (by renaming) we can assume that the alphabets _X and V are disjoint. 
We have SH(L)nR = {cp(w)~R 1 ~EH, WEL). 
Claim 1. The set zI={(cp(u,),...,cp(u,), u)Icp~Hom(V*-+C*), UEV*, cp(u)~R} is 
a recognizable subset of ( Xyzl C*) x V*. 
Proof of Claim 1. To prove that z1 is recognizable we will use Theorem A.1 (Appen- 
dix), and we will show that the language {cp(vr) # . . . # cp(u,) # u ( cpEHom(V*+C*), 
ME v*, q(u)~R} is accepted by a finite automaton &. This automaton reads 
cp(u,)# ... # cp(u,) and remembers the Myhill class [q(q)] of each Cp(Ui), with respect 
to the regular language R; at this point the state of & is [q(ui)] # . . . # [q(uJ]. Next, 
.d reads # and then starts processing u =ul . . . uk (where ui, . ,U~E V, k= lul; recall 
that C and Vare disjoint): CC&’ reads u1 and remembers [q(ui)] (since &’ now knows the 
Myhill class [q(u)] for every letter UE V, this is possible); next .d reads u2, takes 
Cdudl and multiplies Cd41 - Cd41 = Cd uIu2)] (this makes sense, since q~ is 
a homomorphism and the Myhill relation is a congruence); more generally, suppose 
disinstate [q(ur)] # . . # [~(u,,)] # [q(u, . ..uJ].andreads~~+,.Thenextstatewill 
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be Cdudl# # CduJl# Cdul . . . UiUi+ r)]. After u has been read, & knows [q(u)], 
and thus can determine whether cp(u)~R. The number of states is finite since n (= 1 VI) 
is fixed and R (being regular) has only finitely many Myhill classes. This proves 
Claim 1. 
Claim 2. z2 = {(q(u,), . . , cp(u,), u) / cp~H, UCL, cp(u)~R} is a recognizable subset of 
(x;=,c*)x v*. 
Proof of Claim2. We have 72=51n((~(u,),...,cp(u,),u)Iu~L, ~~EH}=T~~HxL. 
This is the intersection of two recognizable sets and is therefore recognizable (since 
they are represented by regular sets, see Theorem Al, or see [2, p. 521). This proves 
Claim 2. 
From Claim 2 we deduce, using Mezei’s Theorem (Appendix, Theorem Al), that rZ 
can be written as a finite union of the form z2 = G1 x L1 u ... u Gk x Lk, where each Lj 
is a regular subset of I’* and each Gj is a recognizable subset of X f= 1 C*. 
Now we have &W)nR={cp(4 wH, MEL, qnWR} = (~~64 (~~04, . . ,cp(~,), FETE} 
=&,(L1)u ... uSGJLk). Now, by closure under union, there exists G and K such that 
SG,(L1)u "' uSG~(L~)=SG(K), where K is regular and G is recognizable. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 0 
4. Non-closures, counter-examples, open problems 
In this section we show (by examples) that the class RecReg is not closed under 
inverse homomorphisms, intersection, complement, and Kleene star. We also show 
that the class of languages of the form S,(L), where L is finite (and H is recognizable) 
is a strict subclass of RecReg. 
Example 1. The languages {akbk Ik 3 1) and {akcbk I k> 1) (where a, b, c are three 
different letters) do not belong to RecReg. However, {ukcuk jk > 1) belongs to RecReg. 
Proof. Since the first language is a homomorphic image of the second (erasing c), it is 
enough to prove that the first language is not in RecReg. Suppose, for a contradiction, 
that (akbk I k 3 1) = S,(L), where H c C* is recognizable and L G V* is regular. We can 
assume that every letter of V occurs in some word of L. 
Since {ukbk / k> l} is infinite, either L or H (or both) must be infinite. Suppose H is 
infinite. Then we can apply the Pumping Lemma for Regular Languages to H’= 
{cp(ul)# . #cp(u,)I cp~H}. As a consequence, there exists cp~H such that for some 
ViEI’ we have (V~EN): v,.=c~(u~)# #(~(ui-~)#x~'z#c~(v,+,)# #~(u,,)EH’, 
where xyz = cp(u,), and where y #a. (The “pumping” must occur between two success- 
ive #‘s, since for H the number of #‘s is fixed.) Let w be a word in L containing the 
letter 21i. Then for every r>O there exists k> 1 such that p,(w)= . ..xy’z... =ukbk 
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(actually, xy’z could occur several times in cpI(w)). This implies that y must contain an 
equal number of a’s and b’s (and, we know y # E). But then, yr will have b’s preceding 
a’s (when r > 2), which is not allowed. We conclude that H is finite. Let H = { cp r , . . . , cp,}. 
Now S,(L)= cpr(L)u ... uqm(L). Since L is regular, each vi(L) will also be regular, 
and thus the finite union S,(L) will also be regular. But S,(L) = (akbk 1 k 2 l} is not 
regular, as is well known. This completes the proof that the first two languages of 
Example 1 are not in RecReg. 
However, the language {ukcuk 1 k3 l> can be written as SH({uluZul}) where 
H=a+ #c (that is H= {cpk 1 k> l> where cpk(~r)=uk and qk(u2)=c). Using these exam- 
ples we will prove: 
Theorem 4.1. The class RecReg is not closed under the inverse of length-preserving 
homomorphisms. 
Proof. We can write {ukcbkl k31}=~-‘({ukcuk~ kBlj)na*cb*, where tj is the 
length-preserving homomorphism defined by $(a) = $(b) = a, $(c) = c. If 
I/-‘({ukcak / k 3 I}) were in RecReg then (by closure under intersection with regular 
sets) (akcbk I k 3 l} would be in RecReg. [? 
Other examples of languages that are not in RecReg: 
~ The Dyck language D,, consisting of all well-formed parenthesis expressions, 
involving m kinds of parentheses. (Indeed, D,n(+)+ = {(“)” 1 k3 l}.) 
_ The language L= {WV I IuI = 1111 and U, v~{u, b} +}, where a, b, c are three distinct 
letters. (Again, Lna+cb+ = (akcbk I k 3 l}.) 
Example 2. The language R, = {(a”b)“c(a”b)” I n>O, m>O} does not belong to 
RecReg (where a, b, c are three distinct letters). 
This language was also used in [ 1, p. 251) as an example of a language that does not 
belong to H(REG, CF), a class of languages defined in [l]. 
Assume, for a contradiction, that RZ=SH(L), with L regular and H recognizable. 
Consider the word (aNb)Mc(uNb)MER2, where the numbers N and M are chosen so 
that N is larger than the number of states of some finite automaton recognizing H, and 
M/2 is larger than the number of states of some finite automaton recognizing L. Since 
R,=S,(L), there exist WEL and ~EH such that q(w)=(aNb)Mc(uNb)M. We now 
distinguish two cases: 
Case 1: 1 w I <M/2. Then (by the Drawer Principle), for some letter Ui occurring 
in w we have: Cp(Vi) contains a subsegment aNbuN. Now (by the choice of N), the 
word . . . # q(vi)# . ..EH (representing cp) can be pumped on one of the two segments 
uN inside ~(0,); let’s pick the first one. This produces a homomorphism IC/EH repres- 
ented by . . # Il/(Vi) # . . . , where tj(vi) contains a subsegment uN+PbuN, for some p > 0; 
this implies that the word $(w)ES~(L) has a subsegment buN+PbuNb with p>O; but 
that is impossible for a word in RZ. 
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Case 2: 1 w I> M/2. Now, by the choice of M, the word w can be pumped. (Note also 
that if L is finite, case 2 cannot arise, since we assume that WEL.) So, in particular, we 
can write w =xyz, lyl >O, where we also have XZEL. Since cp(xy~)=(a~b)~c(a~b)~~ 
Rz =S,(L), with cp~H, we also have q(xz)~R~. But, if the letter c appeared in q(y) (the 
segment that was “pumped away”), the cp(xz) cannot belong to R,; and if c did not 
occur in q(y) then q(y) is either entirely on the right or the left of c, so in cp(xz), the 
symmetry is broken and cp(xz) cannot belong to Rz. 
This completes the proof that the above language does not belong to RecReg. Using 
this example we will prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. The class RecReg is not closed under intersection nor under complement. 
Proof. Since we already know that RecReg is closed under union, it will be sufficient 
to show non-closure under intersection. Consider the following two languages in 
RecReg (where a, b, c are three distinct letters): 
SH(L1)={(a”b)hc(a”b)kIn>O, h>O, k>O}, 
whereH=a+#b#cand L1=(vI~2)+v3(uI~z)i, with V=(vI,u2,uj} andC=(a, b,c}; 
S,(L,)={(a”‘b)(a”2b)...(a”mb)c(a”’b)(a”2b)...(a”mb)I 
m>O, and nl, n2, . ,n,>OJ 
= (wcw I wQa+b)+j, 
where K=(a+b)+#c#c and L,={u,v~L’~}. 
Clearly, H and K are recognizable, and L1 and L2 are regular. But S,(L,)nS,(L,) 
is the language Rz, which does not belong to RecReg. Cl 
Example 3. The language R, = (akbakc I k > 0) * does not belong to RecReg (where 
a, b, c are three distinct letters). 
Suppose, for a contradiction, that R, =S,(L), where LG V* is regular and 
H EC* # . # C * (I VI copies of E*) is recognizable. Intuitively, the reason why R, is 
not in RecReg is that the words of R, have the form ak1baklcak2bak2c . . akm-‘bakm-’ 
cakmbakmc where kl, kz, . . . , k, are m parameters that vary independently; since m is 
unboundedly large, the set V would have to be infinite. 
Consider the word u=ak1bak1cak2bak2c . . . ak--‘bakm-‘cakmbakmcgR3, where all 
the ki’S are distinct, and where m is larger than I I/) and much larger than the number 
of states of some finite automaton recognizing L. Since UE R, = S,(L), there exist XEL 
and ~EH such that c~(x)=u. Then x is of the form X=X1Ui,y1Uj,XzUi2y2Uj2... 
X~-lvi,~~Ym-lvj,~~XmUi,Y~vj,~ where xi is the maximal subsegment of x such that 
rp(Xi) is a subsegment of the first akx, and yi is the maximal subsegment of x such that 
I is a subsegment of the second a kz; the L.~,‘s and Uj,‘s then must be letters. By the 
distinctness of the kts, the largeness of m, and the fact that the Ui,‘s and Ujn’s are letters 
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(so only boundedly many of them can be distinct), we conclude that some word xi is 
longer than the number of states of the finite automaton recognizing L. Therefore, the 
word XE L can be pumped within this subsegment xi; this yields a new word X’E L. But 
then the word cp(x’)~S,(L) will have the form cp(x’)= . ..ah’bakZc.... with hi#ki; 
so cp(x’) cannot belong to R3. 
This completes the proof that the language R3 does not belong to RecReg. Using 
this example we will prove: 
Theorem 4.3. The class RecReg is not closed under Kleene star. 
Proof. We have {akbnkcIk>O}=SH(L), where L={u,u2u1uJ) with V={ur, u2, ug}, 
and H = a+ #b # c with C = {a, b, c}. Certainly, L is regular and H is recognizable. But 
(S,(L))* is the language R3, which does not belong to RecReg. 0 
Finally we shall prove a non-jinite-basis result. The result and its proof are very 
similar to Theorem 3.4 of Albert and Wegner [l]; the difference is that the sets of
homomorphisms that we consider are recognizable, while theirs are of the form 
L1 # . . . #L, where each Li is context-free. 
Theorem 4.4. There exists a language S,(L) in RecReg which cannot be written as 
S,(F) where F is ajnite set and K is a recognizable set. 
We will first prove the following lemma, which is interesting by itself. 
Lemma 4.5. For every recognizable set H G Hom( V*+C*) and eueryjnite set F c V*, 
there exists an alphabet W, a recognizable set G c Hom( W* -+C *), and a single word 
WE W* such that S,(F) = S,( {w}). 
Proof of Lemma 4.5. If F = {w r, . . . , wk}, we make k disjoint copies of the alphabet V: 
V 1, ... > V,. Let the alphabet W be the union of the vi. Let wi be the copy of Wi over vi. 
Let Gi represent the homomorphisms which act like H on K, and which map vj to (E} 
(forjfi). Then S,(F)=S,(w;w; w;) where G=G,u ... uGk. Actually the order in 
which we concatenate the w; is arbitrary. This proves the lemma. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. We only have to show that some S,(L) is not of the form 
S,({w)), where w is a single word and K is recognizable. 
WepickL={u,~~=~u~~k~1~,andH=baf(sohereV=~u,~andC=~a,b~).Then 
S,(L)= {(ba’)j 1 i, ja 1) (this is also the example of Cl]). 
Suppose, for a contradiction, that there exists an alphabet Z = {zr , . . . , zk}, a recog- 
nizable subset K cZ* # . #C* (k copies of C*, representing homomorphisms 
Z*+C*), and a word WEZ*, such that {(ba’)jl i, j> l> =S,(w). We can assume that 
every letter of Z occurs in w. We shall apply the reasoning of the Pumping Lemma for 
regular languages: let (ba’)j=cp(w), and i much larger than the number of states of 
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a finite automaton recognizing K, and much larger than /WI, and with j> 1. Here 
cp (=u, # . . #l&EC* # . . . # C*) belongs to K. Then on cp one can pump a segment 
consisting entirely of u’s, within some segment u,, 1 <m<k; let cp’~K be the 
homomorphism thus obtained from qn. But then, if \t’ contains any other letter 
than z, (for this particular m), one would obtain a word (P’(w)ES~(W) that is not of the 
form (ba’)’ (since certain segments of a’s have been pumped, and others have not 
been). 
We conclude that the alphabet Z must be a singleton: Z = {zl}. So w = z;, for some 
positive integer r. This implies that S,(z\)= {x*1 xgK}. So we have: {(ba’)jl i, j> l} = 
Ix” 1 XEK}, where Y is a 3xed positive integer, and K is a regular subset of C*. 
To show that this is impossible, we will again apply the ideas of the Pumping 
Lemma: pick a word (ba’)j=q(w’), where i and j are much larger than Y and much 
larger than the number of states of some finite automaton recognizing K. Then we can 
pump a segment of cp consisting entirely of u’s, located within x. But there are only 
r copies of x, so we will pump only Y segments of u’s, while in (ba’)’ we have j> r; this 
will yield a word which does not belong to {(bu’)jl i, j> l}. Therefore, { (hu’)j 1 i, j> 1) 
cannot be equal to {xr ~xEK}. 0 
5. Open questions and comments 
It would be interesting to study the closure of recognizable (or rational) sets of 
homomorphisms V*+ V* under composition; this would generalize L-systems (see the 
comments at the end of Section 1). 
One can also apply a uniform substitution SH to an m-place relation R c X YE 1 V*; 
then one obtains S,(R)={(cp(w,),...,cp(w,))Iq~H, (w,,...,w,)~R}, which is an 
m-place relation c X ?= 1 C*. One could use this to express a set of “relations” for the 
free monoid of a Birkhoff variety V, if 9“ is given by a set of identities 
E = { (Ui, Z)i)E V* x V* 1 ill > (here V is the set of variables used in the identities). A set 
of “relations” for the free monoid of -Y- generated by the set of generators C is then 
obtained by simply taking S,(E), where H = Hom( V*+C*). 
Appendix. Background on recognizable and rational sets 
Here we place our definitions (1.2 and 1.3) of “rational” and “recognizable” sets of 
homomorphisms into a more general context, by presenting two classical theorems. 
Definition. A subset R of a monoid M is recognizable iff there exists a deterministic 
finite-state automaton in which the inputs belong to M (rather than C*), and such that 
(1) M “acts” on the states, and (2) R consists of those elements of M which map the 
start state to an accept state. For more details, see [2, pp. 51-55 (especially Ex. 1.2, 
P. 55)l. 
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In this paper we use Xy= 1 C* (the direct product of n copies of C*) as the 
monoid M. 
Definition. In this appendix we will say that H c Hom( V*-+C*) is a recognizable set 
of homomorphisms iff the set of n-tuples (where n = 1 V 1) representing H, is a recogniz- 
able subset of Xy=i I*. By the next theorem, this is equivalent to Definition 1.2. 
Theorem A.l. (1) (Mezei’s theorem). A subset R of X 1= 1 C* is recognizable ifs R is 
equal to ajinite union ofsets of theform L1 x ... x L, where each Li is a regular subset of
C* (1 didn). 
(2) Let # be a new symbol (not in C). Then, a subset L of (C* #)n-lC* (= C* 
# . . . #C*, with n copies of C*) is regular (over the alphabet Cu{ #}) ifsL is ajinite 
union of sets of the form L, # . # L, where each Li is a regular subset of C* (1 d i < n). 
(3) (Series-Parallel Conversion). A subset R of X YE i C* is recognizable ifs the set 
{xl# . ..#x.I(xl,..., x,&R} 1s a regular subset of C* # . . . #C* =(C* #)“-‘C*. 
Part (3) of this theorem allows us to take Definition 1.2 as our definition of 
“recognizable set of homomorphisms”. 
Outline of the proof of Theorem A.l: 
For (1) use Theorem 1.5 in [2, p. 541, and induction on n. 
For (2) one can just mimic the proof of (1). 
For (3): One can prove directly that L, x ... x L, is recognizable iff L, # . . . # L, is 
a regular subset of (Cu{ #})*. To do that one uses the Cartesian product construction 
for finite automata. Next apply (1) and (2). 0 
Definition. A subset R of a monoid M is rational iff R can be constructed by starting 
from a finite collection of singletons (of the form {m}, meM) and applying a finite 
number of unions, concatenations, stars, in any order (these operations are well 
defined in any monoid). For more details, see [2, pp. 55-641. 
As before, we will use X y= 1 C* as our monoid M. 
Definition. In this Appendix we will say that H ~Hom(l’*+C*) is a rational set of 
homomorphisms iff the set of n-tuples (where n = 1 VI) representing H, is a rational 
subset of Xy= 1 C*. By the next theorem, this is equivalent to Definition 1.3. 
Theorem A.2. A subset R of X y= 1 C* is rational ifs there exist a finite alphabet r, 
a regular subset K of T* and n homomorphisms $i: T*+C* (i= 1, . . , n) such that 
R={($,(w),... > tin(w)) I WEK). M oreover, the rc/i’s can be chosen to be non-length- 
increasing: / $i(W)l < I w I. 
Proof. See [2], Prop. 2.2 (p. 56) and Nivat’s Theorem 3.2 (p. 62). 0 
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It is not hard to prove that every recognizable set is also rational; the converse is not 
true when II > 1. However within the free monoid C* (i.e., when n = l), “recognizable” 
is equivalent to “rational” (Kleene’s Theorem); such sets are usually called “regular” 
(and for subsets of C* the three terms are used interchangeably). 
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